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Marry Me Cara Paulsen does not give up easily. A scientist and a single mother, she's used to

fighting for what she wants, keeping a cool head, and doing whatever it takes to protect her

daughter Janie. But "whatever it takes" has never before included a shotgun wedding to a

dangerous-looking stranger with an attitude problem. . . Or ElseSure, the mysterious Talen says that

he's there to protect Cara and Janie. He also says that he's a three-hundred-year-old vampire. Of

course, the way he touches her, Cara might actually believe he's had that long to practice. . . "Hot

and fast from beginning to end." --Kate Douglas
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Taken from her home - for her own safety, of course - in the middle of the night by the sexy stranger

Talen, Cara and her young daughter find themselves thrust into a secret world of vampires and

other mythical beings.I wanted to like this book. I really did. But man, it was a bumpy ride. I read

much of it with a furrowed brow. It just didn't make sense, and I don't mean the supernatural stuff.

The characters' reactions, why they went certain places and stayed there for certain amounts of

time, every step of the way the thing was just nonsensical. Take, for example, the very first scene. A



stranger breaks into Cara's home and forcibly takes her and her small daughter, puts her daughter

in his car, and then proceeds to kiss the daylights out of her. What does Cara do? She gets so hot

she forgets everything, including the fact that her frightened child is locked in the car. I don't care

how sexy the man is, no mom is going to do that, or no decent mom anyway. This is exactly the kind

of thing that happens again and again in this book: nonsensical crap.It doesn't help that the

characters aren't very likable, either. Talen is an overbearing jerk, and he and Cara have an

uncomfortable, unpleasant relationship where the reader is constantly jerked around: he's amused

by her spunk, he's infuriated by it. She doesn't trust him and tries to get away, she "knows in her

heart" he would never hurt her, rinse, repeat. He's domineering, she fights against it but is ultimately

turned on ridiculously much by his dominance. I got darn tired of hearing how sopping wet she gets

from his dominance. The hero telling the heroine to run before chasing her around the house is not

my idea of foreplay.
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